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A COEFFICIENT PROBLEM OF BOMBIERI
CONCERNING UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

DAOUD BSHOUTY

ABSTRACT. We answer affirmatively a question raised by Bombieri concern-

ing the behaviour of the coefficients of normalized univalent functions near the

Koebe function.

1.   Introduction. Let 5 denote the class of functions f(z) — z + a2z2 -\-,

regular and univalent in {z: \z\ < 1}. Bombieri [1] has shown that there exist

constants c„ such that

(A) |Re(a„ - n)| < cnRe(2 - 02).

In [2,.Problem 6.3] he posed the question whether there exist constants dn such

that

I \an\ -n\ < dn(2 - \a2\).

This question is answered affirmatively and, in fact, we prove the following version:

(B) \\an\-n\ <dn{Re(2-a2)).

The equivalence of the last two inequalities is easily shown by noting that if f(z)

is in S, then the rotation f¡p is in 5, where

fv{z) = e-^fie^z) = z + e^a2z2 + e2z^a3z3 + ■■■.

Inequalities (A) and (B) are equivalent to the following inequalities:

(Aa)

(Ab)

(Ba)

(Bb)

These inequalities are interrelated. (Aa) implies (Ba) and (Bb) implies (Ab). (Aa)

describes how small Rean can be for functions close to the Koebe function, a

result of which is of independent interest. (Ab) is less significant since the stronger

local Bierberbach conjecture Reo„ < n is known to be true for functions close to

the Koebe function. As to (Bb), it is more significant, since the corresponding

conjecture, namely |an| < n for functions close to the Koebe function, is still

unsolved. In fact, Bombieri himself considers this conjecture to be still open (private

communication). However, in [4, p. 83], there is an incorrect related statement, as

the author claims that by a small rotation of the unit disk one may replace Re an

by |a„| in the local Bierberbach conjecture. This is certainly false. Indeed, the

strongest result of Bombieri stated in [5, p. 26] claims:
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Rea„ > n — c„(Re(2 — 02)),

Rean < n + c„(Re(2 — 02)),

|o„| > n - ci„(Re(2 - a2)),

\an\ <n + dn(Re(2 - 02)).
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There are constants an and 6n such that

(C) Rean < n — an(2 — Rea2)    if n even, |2 — a2\ < 6n.

If we apply this to a rotation we get

\an\ <n-an|2-Rea2ei(e+2j'7r)/(n-1)|    if n even, |2 - a2ei(e+2j',r)(n-1)| < Sn,

where 6 = — arga„, j natural. In particular,

|an| <n-a„(2-|a2|)    if n even, |2 - a2ci(0+2j',r)/(n-1)| < ¿„.

Noting that 9 depends on the function itself, the class of univalent functions for

which

|2 - a2e,'(9+2,r-»)/(n-1) | < 6n,    for some natural j,

is only a subset of the class of univalent functions for which |2 — |o-211 < ¿V This

is why (Bb) is not implied by (C) applied to a rotation of the function.

In our proof of inequality (B), we will not find explicit bounds for dn, although

estimates could be obtained from the argument.

2. Main lemma.  Our approach is a straightforward application of the Löwner

differential equation theory. Let T be the set of slit mappings f(z) = z + a2z2 + ■ ■ ■,

which can be imbedded in a Löwner chain f(z, t) = etz + a2(t)z2 H-in the sense

that

(i) /(¿) =7M),
where f(z, t) satisfies

df(z,t) _   df{z,t)    1 + k(t)z    .      ,
(2) ~dT -z~dz~ - ÏTW)z   »M<M>0,

and k(t) is a continuous function satisfying |fc(i)| = 1. In the topology of uniform

convergence on closed subsets of \z\ < 1, T is dense in 5. Since ay is a continuous

functional on 5, it is enough to prove coefficient inequalities such as (A) and (B)

for the class T. Often we will make use of the well-known recursion formulae for

an(t) (see, for example, [5, Chapter 6]). We also note the special case k(t) = —1

which gives rise to the chain f{z,t) = etz/(l — z)2 = X^^Li netzn.

Our aim is to estimate an(t). We write

k(s) = -e%9^s\ - 7T < 9(s) < v,    0(s) piecewise continuous.

Then

/oo (l-Cos6{s))e-sds

= 4e2t H Sin2 ^ • e-s ds < e2t [°° 62(s)e-s ds
Jt 2 Jt

and
/■oo

|Imo2(i)| = \2e2t I     Sin0(a) ■ e~sds

^    ' roo /   /-oo \ 1/2

< 2e2t /     |0(s)|e-s/2 • e-»'2 ds < 2e3t'2 ( /     02(s)e-sds)

by the Schwarz inequality.
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We shall deduce

LEMMA.   Let n > 2.  There exist constants an and ßn such that

/oo 02{s)e-sds,

|Imo„(i)| <ßne3t/2 ( f    92(s)e~sds

(5)

PROOF. This is certainly true for n = 2 with a2 = 1 and ß2 = 2 by (3)

and (4). We proceed by induction. We assume these inequalities are true for

n = 2,3,..., m — 1. Now

m-l -oo

am(t) = -2emt Ylu        e^his)"1-" ■ av{s) ds

and

me1 = -2e%

m — l        rc

u=l      Jt

e-™»(_l)"»-".ye»da.

To estimate the required quantities we first note the following:

k(s)m-vav{s)-{~\)m-vvea = [k{s)m-v -{-l)m~v)au{s) + (-l)m-v{au{s)-uea),

so that

Re(fc(s)m-"a„(s) - (-l)m-^es)

= (-1)™-" . ((Reei(m-"W3) - 1) • Rea„(s)

- ke*'"1-"'"*' • Imo„(s) + (Rea„(s) - i/es)) ,

and thus, using (3), (4) and the induction assumption, we have

\Re(k(s)m-uai/{s) - (-l)m-"i/e8)|

<
(m-v)2     2

e2(s) • (ves + a„e2s f    62{o)e~°da)

(poo \ 1/2 /-oo

/     62{o)e-ado\      +ave2s        02{o)e-° do

< m3 • e2s

/CO

e2{o)e^do + 92{s)e-

+\e{s)\ßve-°i2

/•OO

J s

da
1/2'

Also note that

Im(fc(s)m-'/a1/(s)) = Refc(a)OT-" • tao„(s) + Im^s)™-" • Rea„(s).
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1/2

Thus, using the same arguments, we deduce

\lm(k(s)m-» ■ au(s))\

< (1 + m2 ■ 92{s))ßve3sl2 ( H 62{a)e-a do)

+ m\8{s)\ (ves + ave2s j°° 62(o)e-° do)

< m2 • e3s/2 | (1 + 92{s))ß„ ( H 62{o)e-°da\

+ |0(s)|e-s/2 La/ H 92(o)e-°do)

We conclude that

1/2

771— 1

,(-m+2)s|Ream(i) - me*| < 2m3em* Yl u I

/oo e2(a)e-ada + e2(s)e-

+ \0(s)\e-a/2ßJr 02{o)e-°do)      Ids

and

|Imam(i)| < 2ra2e

TO—I /-c
0(-m+3/2)s

(roo V 1/2

/     e2{a)e-°do)

-\9{s)\e
-a/2 v + aves I    92(a)e-'Tda\ ds.

The integrals involved in the first inequality are of the form

/oo /   roo \ roo

e(-"»+2)»7l/(0) Í  /     02(a)e-CTdcTJ ds, /     e(-m+2)s02(s)e-s ds

and
1/2

/CO /    /»CO \   i/^

e(-m+2)s\6{s)\e-s/2 U     62{o)e-°do)      ds,

where ~i^(0) = (1 + 02(s))q1/ for 1 < v < m — 1, all of which are bounded by

/oo
02(s)e-5d5cve-
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(here and henceforth, the symbol c„ refers to indefinite constants depending on u).

This is easily verified. In the first case note that 7„(0) < c„ and m > 3, so

r°e<-m+a>'7„ ( H62(o)e-°do\ ds

<c„ I""e<-m+a>fl ([°°d2{o)e-°do) ds

/CO

02{o)e-°do.

In the second case note that e(-m+2)s < e(-m+2)t for s > í > 0, whereas in the

1/2
/OO /     /-OO \   !/<•

e(-m+2)3|ö(s)|e-.,/2 /   /       ^2^-a^j ds

a co \ 1/2     /-co
02(<r)e-"dcrj      J    ¿-m+Vs\6(s)\e-a/2 ds

/•CO

<c(-m+2)t/     ö2((T)e-ffd<T

A
Note in the last step the Schwarz inequality has been applied to the second factor.

The integrals involved in the second inequality are of the form

/oo /   roo \ 1/2
e{-m+3/2)s6„(6)l        92{o)e-'do\      ds

and

i"" e<-m+3/2's|0(s)|e-s/V(s) ds,

where

8u(0) = {l + 62{s))ßv<cv

anu
/ roo \ 1/2

n„{s) = ß2 if + o^e' /     62{o)e-adc)      <cv,

since 02(s) = 0(e). Both integrals are bounded by

aoo \ 1/2
02(s)0-sdsj      .

To check this for the first integral, just increase its value by integrating inside from

t instead of from s. In the second integral use the Schwarz inequality.

Substituting these estimates in the corresponding inequalities, we obtain the

conclusion of the Lemma.

3. Conclusion.  We are ready now for our final result:

THEOREM.   There exist constants bn, cn, dn such that for n>2,

(6) |an-n|<MRe(2-a2))1/2,

(7) \Rean-n\ < c„(Re(2 - o2)),
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(8) | \an\ -n\ < dn(Re(2 - a2)).

PROOF. From (1), we have an — on(0), so

rooroo

Re{2-a2) = 2        (I - Cos0(s))e~s ds

(9) ^
= 4 H Sin2 6M.e-sds>^ H e2(s)e-s ds.

Jo 2 ** Jo

Also,

|on — n\ < |Reo„ — n\ + |Imon|

/oo /    roo \   I/-¿

02(s)e"s ds + ft, Í /     e2(s)e~s ds) by (5),

(roo \ 1/2 <-oo

/     92(s)e-sds) since   /     02(s)e"s ds < rr2,

which, in conjunction with (9), proves (6). Inequality (7) is now immediate from

(5). Inequality (8) is a consequence of the following inequality.

I |on| —n\— -.—i-{(Reo„ + n)(Reon — n) + (Ima„)2}
o„ +n

< |Rea„ — n\ + (Ima„) .

Then (6) and (7) imply (8) and the Theorem is proved.

REMARK 1. It can be shown that the power 1/2 in the Theorem cannot be

relaxed. For starlike functions the exact power is 1. In this case the exact value for

bn is known [3].
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